This is a meeting and work session of the Pacific Fishery Management Council’s Coastal Pelagic Species Management Team (CPSMT), to address tasks and issues related to Coastal Pelagic Species (CPS) management on the U.S. West Coast. This is a public meeting, and time for public comment may be provided at the discretion of the meeting Chair.

**TUESDAY OCTOBER 3, 2017**

9am  Introductions, approve agenda, assign rapporteurs  Lorna Wargo

9:30am  FMP Housekeeping, review and discuss  Lorna Wargo
   *Draft FMP incorporating agreed upon edits, flagging edits needing further review, i.e. policy or not, and non-housekeeping changes to save for future review or separate action*

11:30am  Elections  Kerry Griffin
   *Elect Chair and Vice Chair for 2018*

LUNCH

1pm  FMP Housekeeping, review and discuss (continued)  Lorna Wargo

3pm  SAFE draft  Kerry Griffin
   *Discuss SAFE structure, comments, etc.*

6pm  Team dinner, TBD

**WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 4, 2017**

8:30am  Periodic review/update of monitored stock OFLs/ABCs  Cyreis Schmitt
   *Discuss potential procedures for setting and updating CSNA and monitored stock OFLs and ABCs.*

10:30am  Work Session (TBD)

LUNCH

1pm  State/Tribal/NMFS reports  State/Tribal/NMFS reps
   *Provide updates on landings, regulations, etc.*
3pm Public comment Lorna Wargo

3:30pm Work session (TBD)
Work on SAFE, FMP updates, and CSNA OFL/ABC

THURSDAY OCTOBER 5, 2017

8:30am SAFE – Annual Review Chelsea Protasio

10:00am Ocean modeling update/report Isaac Kaplan

LUNCH

1 pm Final review of products; next steps Lorna Wargo
Confirm next steps, deadlines, and needs to complete
SAFE, CSNA OFL/ABC, and FMP housekeeping
updates

3 pm Future meeting planning Kerry Griffin/
Discuss/update CPS YAG; assign CPSMT reps to future
meetings, etc. Lorna Wargo

5pm ADJOURN
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